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1. The Appeals Chamber of the International Criminal Tribunal for the Prosecution of Persons

Responsible for Genocide and Other Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law

Committed in the Territory of Rwanda and Rwandan Citizens Responsible for Genocide and Other

Such Violations Committed in the Territory of Neighbouring States between 1 January 1994 and3l

December 1994 ("Appeals Chamber" and "Tribunal," respectively) is seized of appeals by Protais

Zignanyrazo ("Zigkanytazo") and the Prosecution against the Judgement rendered by Trial

Chamber Itr of the Tribunal ("Trial Chamber") on 18 December 2008 in the case of The Prosecutor

v. P rotai s Zi giranyirazo ("Tial Judgement"). I

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background

2. Zigranyrazo was born on 2 February 1938 in Giciye Commune, Gisenyi Prefecture,

Rwanda.2 He was the brother-in-law of the late former President of Rwanda, Juvenal

Habyariman a.3 Zigiranyirazo became a Member of Parliament in 1969.a In 1973, he was appointed

Prefect of Kibuye and then served as Prefect of Ruhengeri from 1974 until 1989.5 After his

resignation, he studied in Canada and returned to Rwandain 1993 to work as a businesr-*.6

3. The Trial Chamber convicted Zigtrarrybazo pursuant to Article 6(1) of the Statute of the

Tribunal ("Statute") for committing genocide (Count 2) and extermination as a crime against

humanity (Count 4) by participating in a joint criminal enterprise to kill Tutsis at Kesho Hill in

Gisenyi Prefecture on 8 April 1994, where assailants attacked and killed between 800 and 1,500

Tutsi refugees.T In addition, it convicted Zigyanykazo pursuant to Article 6(1) of the Statute for

aiding and abetting genocide (Count 2) at the Kiyow Roadblock in Kigali, where between 10 and

20 persons were killed.8

4. For his genocide conviction in relation to the events at Kesho Hill, the Trial Chamber

sentenced Zrgiranynazo to 20 years of imprisonment.e For his genocide conviction in relation to the

events at the Kiyovu Roadblock, it sentenced him to 15 years of imprisonment.lo For his conviction

t For ease ofreference, two annexes are appended: Annex A - Procedural History and Annex B - Cited Materials and
Defined Terms.
'Trial Judgement, para. 4
't.lat ludlement, para. +.
n Trial Judgement, para. 5.
" Trial Judgement, para. 5.
'Trial Judgement, para. 5.
' Trial Judgement, paras. 330, 410, 427,436,439,447.
" Trial Judgement, paras. 251,426,427,447.
'Trial Judgement, para. 468.
'" Trial Judgement, para.469.
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for extermination as a crime against humanity in relation to the events at Kesho lltll, Zigqranytazo

received a sentence of 20 years of imprisonment.ll The Trial Chamber ordered that these sentences

be served concurrentlv. 12

B. The Appeals

5. Zigtanykazo presents seventeen grounds of appeal challenging his convictions and his

sentences. He requests that the Appeals Chamber overturn his convictions or, alternatively, reduce

his sentences.l3 The Prosecution responds that all grounds of Ziguanyirazo's appeal should be

dismissed.la

6. The Prosecution presents a single ground of appeal challenging Zigpanyirazo's sentences,ls

requesting the Appeals Chamber to impose a life sentence or, alternatively, a total effective

sentence grcater than 20 years of imprisonment.r6 Zigtanyirazo responds that the Prosecution's

appeal should be dismissed.lT

7. The Appeals Chamber heard oral submissions regarding these appeals on 28 September

2m9.

1)^
tt Trial Judgement, para.470.
" Trid Judgement, para.47l.
" Zignanytazo Notice of Appeal, p. 10; Zigiranyirazo Appeal Brief, paras. 8, 467-469. In his Notice of Appeal,
Zigranynazo also requested, in the alternative, a new trial. See Ziguanykazo Notice of Appeal, p. 10. However, in his
Appeal Brief, this form of relief is abandoned because, in his view, once the errors in law and fact have been correcte4
the evidence is "overwhelmingly favourable to him." See Zigtranytrazo Appeal Bief ,parc.467.ra Prosecution Response Brief, paras. 1,274.
" Prosecution Notice of Appeal, paras. l-5; hosecution Appeal Brief, para. 4.
16 Prosecution Notice of Appeal, para. 5; Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras. 5, 104. The Appeals Chamber notes that, in
its Notice of Appeal, the Prosecution only requested the imposition of life imprisonment. See Prosecution Notice of

APP"ut' Para' 5-
" Zigiranyirazo Response Brief, para. 109.
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II. STANDARDS OF APPELLATE REVIEW

8. The Appeals Chamber recalls the applicable standards of appellate review pursuant to

Article 24 of the Statute. The Appeals Chamber reviews only errors of law which invalidate the

decision of the Trial Chamber and erors of fact which have occasioned a miscarriage of justice.ls

9. Regarding errors of law, the Appeals Chamber has stated:

Where a party alleges that there is an error of law, that party must advance arguments in support of
the submission and explain how the error invalidates the decision. However, if the appellant's
arguments do not support the contention, that pafiy does not automatically lose its point since the
Appeals Chamber may step in and, for other reasons, find in favour of the contention that there is
an error of law,

10. Where the Appeals Chamber finds an error of law in the trial judgement arising from the

application of an incorrect legal standard, the Appeals Chamber will articulate the correct legal

interpretation and review the relevant factual frndings of the Trial Chamber accordingly.20 In so

doing, the Appeals Chamber not only corrects the legal eror, but, when necessary, also applies the

correct legal standard to the evidence contained in the trial record and deterrnines whether it is itself

convinced beyond reasonable doubt as to the factual finding challenged by the appellant before the

finding may be confirmed on appeal.2l

11. Regarding erors of fact, it is well established that the Appeals Chamber will not lightly

overturn findings of fact made by the Trial Chamber:

Where the Defence alleges an erroneous finding of fact, the Appeals Chamber must give deference
to the Trial Chamber that received the evidence at trial, and it will only interfere in those findings
where no reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same finding or where the finding is
wholly erroneous. Furthermore, the--erroneous finding will be revoked or revised only if the error
occasioned a miscarriage of justice.22

12. A party cannot merely repeat on appeal arguments that did not succeed at trial, unless it can

demonstrate that the Trial Chamber's rejection of those arguments constituted an error warranting

the intervention of the Appeals Chamber.23 Arguments which do not have the potential to cause the

" Karera Appeaf Judgement, paru.7; Muvunyi Appeal Judgement, para. 8; Seromba Appeal Judgemen! para.9. See
also Mrkii( and Sljivanianin Appeal Judgement, para. 10.
" Ntakirutimana Appeal Judgemenl para. 11 (internal citation omitted). See also Karera Appeal Judgement, para. 8;
Muvunyi Appeal Judgement, para. 9; Seromba Appeal Judgemen! para. l0; Mrkiii and Sljivanianin Appeal
Judgemenl para 11.
'o lior"ro epp"uf Judgemenl para- 9. See also Mrkiii and SljivanianinAppeal Judgement, para. 12.
-' Karera Appeal Judgement para. 9. See also Mrkiii and Sljivanianin Appeal Judgement, para.12.
" Krstii Appeal Judgement paru.40 (internal citations omitted). See also Karera Appeal Judgement, para. 10; Muvunyi
Appeat Judgement, para. 10; Se rornba Appeal Judgement para. I 1.
"' Karera Appeal Judgement, para. ll; Muvunyi Appeal Judgement, para 11; Seromba Appeal Judgement, paru. 121'
Muhimana Appeal Judgement, para. 9. See also MrkiiC and Sljivanianin Appeal Judgemenl para. 16.
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impugned decision to be reversed or revised may be immediately dismissed by the Appeals

Chamber and need not be considered on the merib.24

t3. In order for the Appeals Chamber to assess arguments on appeal, the appealing party must

provide precise references to relevant transcript pages or paragraphs in the decision orjudgement to

which the challenge is made.2s Moteovet, the Appeals Chamber cannot be expected to consider a

party's submissions in detail if they are obscure, contradictory, vague, or suffer from other formal

and obvious insufficiencies.26 Finally, the Appeals Chamber has inherent discretion in selecting

which submissions merit a detailed reasoned opinion in writing, and it will dismiss arguments

which are evidently unfounded without providing detailed reasoning.2T

'o Karera Appeal Judgement, para- l1; Muvunyi Appeal Ju$gemen! para. 11; Seromba Appeal Judgement, para. 12;
Muhimana Appeal Judgement, para. 9. See also Mrkiii and SljivanCanin AppealJudgement para. 16.
'" Practice Direction on Formal Requirements for Appeals from Judgement, para. 4(b). See Karera Appeal Judgement,
para. 12; Muvunyi Appeal Judgement, para. 12; Seromba Appeal Judgement, para. 13; Muhimana Appeal Judgement,
p-ara. 10. See also MrkliC and Sljivanianin Appeal Judgement, part. 17.
'o Karera Appeal Judgement, para 12; Muvunyi Appeal Judgement, para. 12; Seromba Appeal Judgement, para. 13;
Muhimana Appeal Judgement, para. 10. See also MrkfiC and Sljivanianin Appeal Judgement, pan. 17.
'' Karera Appeal Judgement, para, 12; Muvunyi Appeal Judgement, para. 12; Seromba Appeal Judgement, para. 13;
Muhimana Appeal Judgement, para. 10. See also Mrk{iC and Sljivanianin Appeal Judgement, para. 18.

T rv
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[I. APPEAL OF PROTAIS ZIGIRANTYIRAZO

A. Alleged Errors in Evaluating the Alibi (Grounds 6 and 12)

14. The Appeals Chamber first addressesZigtanyirazo's Sixth and Twelfth Grounds of Appeal,

which challenge the Trial Chamber's consideration of his alibi relating to both the Kesho Hill and

Kiyow Roadblock events.28 The Trial Chamber found thatZigranykazo was present at Kesho Hill

in Gisenyi Prefecture at some point on the morning of 8 April 1994 and that he addressed the

assailants assembled there before they launched an attack on Tutsi refugees.2e The Trial Chamber

also determined that he was present at the Kiyovu Roadblock, near his residence in Kigali, on 12

and ll April 1994, where he aided and abetted killings.3O

15. In respect of both events, Zigfuanyirazo presented an alibi, which, for the most part, the Trial

Chamber did not discount, placing him at the Presidential residence at Camp Kanombe just outside

Kigali ("Kanombe") during the attack at Kesho Hill and at the Rubaya Tea Factory ("Rubaya") in

Gisenyi Prefecture at the time when he was supposedly seen at the Kiyovu Roadblock.3l In

addition, at trial, Zigiranyirazo argued with regard to both events that the distance between Gisenyi

Prefecture and the Kigali .rea as well as the difficulty of travel between the two regions in April

1994 corroborated his alibi.32 The Trial Chamber did not expressly discuss this circumstantial

evidence.

1. Burden of Proof in the Assessment of Alibi

16. On appeal, Zigtanykazo submits that the Trial Chamber reversed the burden of proof and

committed a number of other legal and factual errors in its assessment of his alibi for both Kesho

HilI and the Kiyow Roadblock events.33 Accordingl!, at the outset, the Appeals Chamber considers

it appropriate to recall the basic principles with respect to the proper assessment of alibi evidence

before considering Zigtanyirazo' s specific contentions.

I7. An alibi does not constitute a defence in its proper sense.34 By raising an alibi, an accused is

simply denying that he was in a position to commit the crime with which he was charged.3s An

28 Zigiranytazo Notice of Appeal, paras. 6, 12.
" Trial Judgement paras. 329, 330, 400, 401.
'" Trial Judgement paras. 25 l, 413, 427 .

Ttv
3 I Trial Judgement, paras. 231, 245 -250, 301, 323.
" Zigtranyilraza Appeal Brief, para. 116, citing Defence Closing Brief, paras. 157-167, 229, 230, 237, 249,350, 851-
854.
33 See infra Section Ill.A.2 (Ground 6: Alleged Errors in Evaluating Exculpatory Evidence Related to Kesho Hill;
Section III.A.3 (Ground 12: Alleged Errors in Evaluating Exculpatory Evidence Related to Kiyovu Roadblock).
3o Ndindabahizi Appeal Judgem-nt, pala. 66; Kajelijeti Appeal Judgement, paras. 41, 42; Kayishema and Ruzindana
Appeal Judgement, para. 106; Delalii et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 58 l.

Case No. ICTR-OI-73-A t6nU20n/9
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accused does not bear the burden of proving his alibi beyond reasonable doubt.36 Rather, "[h]e must

simply produce the evidence tending to show that he was not present at the time of the alleged

c"i-e"37 or, otherwise stated, present evidence "likely to raise a reasonable doubt in the Prosecution

case."3E If the alibi is reasonably possibly true, it must be accepted.3e

18. Where an alibi is properly raised, the Prosecution must establish beyond reasonable doubt

that, despite the alibi, the facts alleged are nevertheless true.4 The Prosecution may do so, for

instance, by demonstrating that the alibi does not in fact reasonably account for the period when the

accused is alleged to have committed the crime. Where the alibi evidence does primafacie accowt

for the accused's activities at the relevant time of the commission of the crime, the Prosecution

must "eliminate the reasonable possibility that the alibi is true,"4l for example, by demonstrating

that the alibi evidence is not credible.

19. The Appeals Chamber has considered on several occasions whether Trial Chambers have

erroneously shifted the burden of proof to the accused with respect to their alibis. Appellants have

frequently pointed to language in the assessment of alibi evidence intimating that they were

required to disprove the Prosecution's evidence through their alibis. The Appeals Chamber has

recognized that language which suggests, inter alia, that an accused must "negate" the

Prosecution's evidence,o' "exonerate" himself,43 or "refute the possibility" that he participated in a

tt Nahi.ono et at. Appeal Judgement, para. 414; Ndindabahizi Appeal Judgement, para. 66; Kajelijeli Appeal
Judgement paras. 41, 42; Niyitegeka Appeal Judgement, para. 60; Musema Appeal Judgemenl paras. 205, 206;
Kayisherna anl Ruzindana Appeal Judgement, para. 106; Dehlit et aI. Appeal Judgement, para. 581.
'" Nahimana et al. Appeal Judgement, pan.4l4; Simba Appal Judgemen! para. 184; Karera Apped Judgement, para-
331. Musema Appeal Judgemenl para.202;. Kayishema and Ruzindana Appeal Judgement, para. 107.
'' Musemo Appeal Judgement, para.202.
'o Karera Appeal Judgemen! para. 331 (internal citation omitted); Simba Appeal Judgement, para. 184 (internal citation
omitted); Kajelijeli Appeal Judgement, para.42 (internal citation omitted); Niyitegel<a Appeal Judgement para. 60.
"' Nahimara et aI. Appeal Judgement, para. 414; Kamuhandn Appeal Judgement, para. 38; Kajelijeli Appeal
Judgement, para.4l1' Musema Appeal Judgement, paras. 205, 206.
ou Karera Appeal Judgement, para. 330; Nahimana et al. AppealJudgement, par:a.4l4i Simba AppealJudgemenl para.
184; Kajelijell Appeal Judgement, paoia.42; Niyitegeka Appeal-Iudgement,para. 60i Musenn AppeatJudgement,-paras.
205, 206; Kayishema and Ruzindana Appeal Judgement, para. 107. See also Limaj et a/. Appeal Judgement, pan. 64,
quoting Lirnaj et al. Tial Judgement, para. 11 ("[A] finding that an alibi is false does not in itself 'establish the opposite
to what it asserts'. The hosecution must not only rebut the validity of the alibi but also establish beyond reasonable
doubt the guilt of the Accused as alleged in the Indictrnent.").
o' roi"ttiift Appeal Judgement, p*^.Zt (internal citation omitted); Kayishema an^d RuzindaruAppeal Judgement, para.
106 (internal citation omitted). See also Limaj et al. Appeal Judgement, paras. 64, 65 (internal citation omitted); Delalii
et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 581.
"' See Limaj et al. Appeal Judgement, para.65 ("When evaluating Haradin Bala's alibi evidence, the Trial Chamber
observed that 'the testimony of most of the witnesses for the Defence for Haradin Bala does not necessarily negate the
evidence that Haradin Bala remained in Llapushnikllapu5nik after the end of May.' The use of the phrase 'to negale the
evidence' could be read in the sense that the Trial Chamber required Haradin Bala to negate the hosecution evidence"),
guoting Iimaj et al.Trial Judgement, para.647.
"" See Kamahanda Appeal Judgement, para.39 ("the Appeals Chamber notes that in some instances the Trial Chamber
applied language wbtch prima facre supports the Appellant's arguments [that the Trial Chamber shifted the burden of
proo{f, for example in paragraph 174 of the lKamuhandal Trial Judgement '[...] the evidence of Witness ALB does
not exonerate the Accused from being present at Gikomero."') (emphasis in original).

TJY
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crimes indicates that the Trial Chamber misapplied the burden of proof. Indeed, as stated in the

Musemn Appeal Judgement, "[i]n considering the manner in which the Trial Chamber applied the

burden and standard of proof, the Appeals Chamber must start off by assuming that the words used

in the Trial Judgement accurately describe the approach adopted by the Trial Chamber.'as

20. In assessing whether a Trial Chamber, when using this type of language, has in fact shifted

the burden of proof, the Appeals Chamber carries out an in-depth analysis of the specific findings

related to a given incident.a6 The Appeals Chamber has generally found that such language, while

inappropriate, is not fatal when viewed in the broader context of a Trial Chamber's findings. This is

especially the case where the Trial Chamber accurately refers elsewhere in the judgement to the

appropriate burden of proof for the evaluation of alibi evidence, its overall approach evinces a

careful assessment of the alibi evidence, and its conclusion that the alibi evidence is ultimately not

credible is reasonable when weighed against the evidence of participation in acime.aT

2. Alleged Errors in Evaluating Exculpatory Evidence Related to Kesho Hill (Ground 6)

(a) Introduction

2I. The Trial Chamber convicted Zigtanytrazo of genocide and extermination as a crime

against humanity based on his participation in a joint criminal enterprise to kill Tutsi civilians at

Kesho Hill in Gisenyi Prefecture.at Th" Triul Chamber found that he was present at Kesho Hill at

some point on the morning of 8 April 1994 and that he addressed the assembled assailants before

they launched an attack on the Tutsi refugees there.ae As part of his defence, Zigkanyirazo

presented evidence that he was not observed at Kesho Hill during the attack.50 The Trial Chamber

did not find this evidence to be credible or to have probative value.sl

22. In addition, Zigtranyrazo presented an alibi, supported by nine witnesses who testified that

he remained at Kanombe on 8 April lgg4J2 One witness placed him at Kanombe around 8.00 a.m.,

and two witnesses saw him there around 3.00 or 4.00 p.m.t' Another witness stated that he saw

e See Musema Appeal Judgement, para.295 ("The wording'are by themselves, insufficient to refute the possibility'
used by the Trial Chamber with respect to alibi evidence might be an error on a point of law, had Musema's evidence
been sufficient to sustain a potential alibi.")(emphasis in original), quoting Musema Trial Judgement,pan.740.
nt M^"^oAppeal Judgem-nt, para. 209.
6 See, e.g., Musema Appeal Judgemen! pans.2l0,2ll.
'' See, e.g., Limaj et al. Appeal Judgement, para.65; Kamuhanda Appeal Judgement, paras.38-44; Musema Appeal
Judgement, paras. 317, 318.
oo Trial Judgemen! paras. 410, 436,447.
": Trial Judgement, paras. 329, 330, 400, 401.
'u Trial Judgemen! paras. 288-300.
"' Trial Judgement, paras. 319 -322-

" Trial Judgement, paras. 301, 323.
" Trial Judgement, paras. 324, 327 .

)rk
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Zigtanybazo there around 1.00 p.m., but the Trial Chamber did not accept this testimony as it

concluded that it conflicted with other Defence evidence.sa Other witnesses recalled seeing

Zigranyrazo at Kanombe, but did not recall the specific times at which they saw him.55 After

assessing the nine alibi witnesses, the Trial Chamber concluded:

[A]lthough the Chamber does not discount the evidence of these Defence Witnesses, other than
Gloria Mukampung4 for reasons explained above, the Chamber finds that their evidence is too
vague and does not place lZigSranyirazol at Kanombe at the specific times he was seen at Kesho
Hiil.56

23. At trial, Zigiranyirazo referred to evidence regarding the distance between Kanombe and

Kesho Hill to demonstrate that, in light of the alibi evidence, it would have been impossible for him

to have been at both places on the same day.57 In particular, he referred to the Trial Chamber's site

visit, conducted from 12 to 16 November 2007, which purportedly retraced the route taken by

Zigtanytrazo and his famity when they fled from Kanombe to Gisenyi Prefecture on 11 April 1994.

The Trial Chamber did not expressly refer to or discuss the sito visit or the specifics of travel

between Kanombe and Kesho Hill on 8 April Lgg4.58

24. Zigtanytazo submits that, in convicting him of participating in the Kesho Hill massacre on

8 April 1994, the Trial Chamber erred in law and in fact in assessing his alibi as well as other

evidence which raises doubt about his presence there.se In sub-grounds (a), (b), and (f) of this

ground of appeal, Zigtanybazo challenges the Trial Chamber's assessment of his alibi.60 In sub-

grounds (c), (d), and (e), he argues that the Trial Chamber improperly discounted evidence

demonstrating that he was not at Kesho Hill on 8 April 1994.6r

25. The Trial Chamber did not definitively establish the time when Zigiranykazo was present at

Kesho Hill on the morning of 8 April 1994.62 However, it follows from the evidence of Witnesses

AKK and AKL, on which the Trial Chamber's findings principally rest,63 thatZigkanyirazo was

there briefly sometime between 9.30 and 11.00 a.m.s

)-' rt
I  t t

tn Trial Judgement" paru 325.
" Trial Judgemen! para. 323.
': Trial Judgemen! para. 328.
"' See supra n.32. Of the cited paragraphs inZigiranyirazo's Defence Closing Brief, referred to above, paragraphs 163
to 166 and 851 to 854 do not address the events at Kesho Hill but rather those at the Kiyovu Roadblock.
" The Trial Judgement contains only one reference to the site visit in the procedural history. See T''jal Judgement,
Annex I: Procedural History, para.34.
te^Zigiranyrazo Notice of Appeal, para.6; Zigranytrazo Appeal Brief, paras. 89-231.
o" Zig;nanytrazo Notice of Appeal, para. 6(a b,f);Zi1baryirazo Appeal Brief, paras. 94-175,224-231.
"' Zigyanyrazo Notice of Appeal, para. 6(c, d, e);Zigtranyirazo Appeal Brief, paras. 176-223.
o' Trial Judgement, para.329 ("The Chamber finds beyond reasonable doubt that, following an unsuccessful attack on
Tutsi at Kesho Hill, lZigtranyirazol anived at hill [sic], on the morning of 8 April 1994,[...]) (emphasis added).
o' While the Trial Chamber gave varying degrees of credit to five different witnesses concerning the events, its findings
rest principally on the testimony of only two of them, Witrresses AKK and AKL. See Tial Judgement, para. 316
("Accordingly, with regard to the Prosecution Witnesses who witnessed events at Kesho Hill, the Chamber accepts the

Case No.ICIR-OI-73-A t6ilU2009
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26. In making its findings on Zigtanyirazo's presence at Kesho Hill, the Trial Chamber

considered the evidence of nine alibi witnesses who placed him at Kanombe at various points on

8 April lgg4ls The Trial Chamber noted that Witnesses Agnds Kampundu, Jeanne Marie

Habyarimana, Marie Chantel Kamushiga, Bernadette Niyonizeye, and Aim6 Marie Ntuye recalled

seeing Zigirarryirazo at Kanombe on 8 ApiI1994, but explained that they did not refer to specific

times when they saw Zigkanykazo at Kanombe or provide detailed evidence on his activities.66

27. In addition, the Trial Chamber credited two alibi witness as placing Zigranyirazo at

Kanombe at speciflc times: Witness S6raphin Bararengana at around 3.30 or 4.00 p.m. and Witness

Margudrite Mukobwajana at around 8.00 a.m. and again around 3.00 or 4.00 p.m.67 The Trial

Chamber also stated that Witness Jean Luc Habyarimana testified he saw Zigiranytazo around

1.00 p.m., speaking with Witness Bararengana.u* However, the Triat Chamber chose not to consider

this latter testimony, on the basis that it contradicted Witness Bararengana, who testified that

Zigranytazo only arrived at Kanombe around 3.00 or 3.30 p.m.6e The Trial Chamber did not

consider that the evidence of Witnesses Bararengana and Mukobwajana provided Zigkanykazo

with an alibi for the period on 8 April 1994 when he was seen at Kesho lliil.7o

28. Witness Gloria Mukampunga also testified that she saw Zigtanyirazo at Kanombe around

lunchtime, but given her young age at the time and other credibility concerns, the Trial Chamber

was not convinced that she saw Zigiranyhazo on 8 April Igg4.7r Zigirarryirazo sought to present a

tenth alibi witness, Witress BNZ60, but the Trial Chamber denied his application to hear her

testimony by video-link from Belgium because it would have been "repetitive and cumulative" of

the other alibi evidence.T2

evidence of Witness AKK. It further accepts the testimony of''Witness AKL, but does not accept hisrecollection of the
words spoken by the Accused without credible corroboration. With regard to Witnesses AKP, AKR and AKO, in view
of concerns regarding their testimonies, the Chamber accepts their evidence only to the extent that it is corroborated by
Witnesses AKK and AKL."), para.329 ("Accordingly, the Chamber makes the following findings on the basis of the
testimonies'of Prosecution Witnesses AKK AKL, and also of Witnesses AKP, AKR and AKO to the extent that the
testimony of the latter three is corroborated by credible evidence.").
* Witness AKL suggested that Zigiranyirazo aniveO around 9.30 or 10.00 a.m., and Witness AKK placed his arrival
between around 10:00 or l1:00 a.m. SeeTialJudgement, paras.254,265,267.
ut Trial Judgemen! paras. 301, 323-328.
* Trial Judgement, paras. 323, 328.
"1 Trial Judgement, paras. 324, 327 .
u'Trial Judgement, paru 325.
o' Trial Judgement, paras. 324, 325.
'u Trial Judgement, paru. 324, 325, 327, 328.
" Trial Judgement, paras.326,328.
'' The Prosecutor v. Protais Zigiranyirazo, Case No. ICTR-2001-73-T, Decision on Defence Motion for a Hearing by
Video-Link for Protected Witness 8l{260 and Mr. Gaspart Musabyimana, 9 November 2007, para. 8.

) tv
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(b) Submissions

29. Zigranyirazo submits that the Trial Chamber erred in law and fact in evaluating the alibi

evidence.T3 In particular,Zigtanytazo argues that, in finding that he had no alibi between 8.00 a.m.

and 3.30 p.m., the Trial Chamber misapplied the evidentiary burden for an alibi as well as the law

goveming corroboration by failing to assess the testimonies of all alibi witnesses in their totality,

failing to consider whether the individual testimonies corroborate each other despite minor

differences, and failing to weigh these testimonies against the Prosecution evidence.Ta According to

Zigranyirazo, he met the threshold burden necessary to establish his alibi for 8 April 1994 based on

the consistent testimony of his nine alibi witnesses.Ts He argues that the Trial Chamber failed to

consider the key question of whether his alibi, viewed in its totality, was reasonably possibly true.76

Furthermore, he submits that the Trial Chamber misconstrued the testimony of two key witnesses,

Jean Luc Habyarimana and Margudrite Mukobwajana.TT He contends that a proper reading of their

evidence shows that he was in fact at Kanombe around 1.00 p.m. on 8 April Igg4.78

30. In addition, Zigtanyirazo submits that the Trial Chamber erred in law in failing both to

maintain a record of the site visit and to consider the exculpatory evidence it revealed, namely the

impossibility of making a return trip between Kanombe and Kesho Hill during the relevant time

period on 8 April 1994, for which it had determined that he had not established an alibi.Te

According to Zigranyfuazo, it took the Trial Chamber approximately 10 hours to travel the distance

from Kanombe to Rubaya.80 He also acknowledges a shorter "theoretical" alternative itinerary,

which, based on the site visit, would have resulted in a one-way journey of approximately six

hours.8l However, given the evidence of the difficulty of travel between Kanombe and Kigali at the

time,Zigkanyirazo suggests that the altemative shorter itinerary is unlikely to have been possible.82

31. Zigbanytazo notes that the Trial Chamber accepted evidence placing him at Kanombe

around 8.00 a.m. and again around 3.30 or 4.00 p.m.83 Accordingly, he emphasizes that the length

of time needed to travsl the distance between Kanombe and Kesho Hill was of crucial importance

in determining whether he had an alibi for the morning of 8 April Igg4.84 He notes that he fully

)ru'_3.Zigianyrazo Notice of Appeal, para. 6(b); Zigkanytazo Appeal Brief, paras. 130-174.
'* Ziglranyiazo Appeal Brief, paras. 13l-134; Zigianytazo Reply Brief, paras.47-50.
'', Zigtrarrytrazo Appeal Brief, paras. 135 -137, I 60- I 7 L
'o Zig1ranyirazo Appeal Brief, paras. 154-158.
" Zi$anytrazo Appeal Brief, paras. 139-153.
'" Zigsranyirazo Appeal Brief, paras. l4l, 143,152, 153.
'' Zig;ranyfuazo Notice of Appeal, para. 6(a); Zig;ranyirazo Appeal Brief, paras. 94-129.
o'Zigianyrazo Appeal Brief, paras. 98, 99; Zigtanyirazo Reply Brief, para. 30.

llzigrrnpazo Appeal Brief, para. ll9;Zigtanytazo Reply Brief, para. 30.
o^"-Zigtrranynazo Appeal Brief, para. t}Q'Zigbanynazo Reply Brief, para. 31.
o' Zigtrranyirazo Appeal Brief, paras. I I 3, I 14.
u Zigyanytazo Appeal Brief, para. l l 5.
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argued this issue at trial and that it was "at the heart of the alibi defence."85 Ziguanytrazo submits

that the Trial Chamber's failure to address this issue indicates that it did not consider this evidence

and thus violated his right to a reasoned opinion.86 He argues that, in view of the travel time

between Kanombe and Kesho Hill, the Trial Chamber's findings with respect to his presence during

the attack on the hill on the morning of 8 April 1994 are impossible, and that these errors thus

invalidate the verdict.8T

32. The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber did not err in its assessment of

Zigtranyirazo's alibi, the site visit, or the feasibility of travel to the extent that correction on appeal

is required.s8It contends that the Trial Chamber did not err in law in determining that Zigtanyirazo

did not have an alibi benveen 8.00 a.m. and 3.30 p.m. on 8 April lgg4.8e The Prosecution submits

thatZigirarryirazo's evidence did not place him at Kanombe during the relevant time and that the

strength of the Prosecution evidence eliminated the reasonable possibility that the alibi was true.m

The Prosecution contends that the Trial Chamber duly noted and assessed ZigSranykazo's alibi

evidence, bearing in mind its duty to assess the evidence in light of the totality of the record, as well

as the Prosecution's burden to prove guilt beyond a reasonable doubt.el According to the

Prosecution, in finding the alibi evidence vague and inconclusive, the Trial Chamber considered it

in its entirety and determined that it did not raise any doubt against the Prosecution's case.e2

33. The Prosecution concedes that the Trial Chamber misstated Witness Jean Luc

Habyarimana's testimony, but nonetheless considers its overall rejection of his evidence along with

that of Witness Mukobwajana to be reasonable.e3 In particular, it contends that the two witnesses

provided contradictory accounts, with Witness Mukobwajana placing the visit to the military

hospital in the morning and Witness Jean Luc Habyarimana indicating that it was around

1.00 p.m.ea

34. Furthermore, the Prosecution disputes Zigtranytrazo's contention that the site visit was

taken to retrace his journey from Kanombe to Rubaya, noting that this was not addressed in the

ss,Ziglranytazo Appeal Brief, para. 116.
'" Zigtrrany'trazo Appeal Brief, paras. 106-111, l27.To illustrate this point, he compares the Trial Chamber's failure to
address the impossibility of travel with the Karera, Simba, Semanza, and Kamuhanda cases where this argument was
also raised by the defence and the issue was expressly discussed in the respective judgements. See Zigtranyirazo Appeal
Brief, paras. 122-126, citing Karera Appeal Judgement, paras. 335-337, 341, 346, 349, Karera Trial Judgement, para.
510, Simba Appeal Judgement, para. 159, SimbaTial Judgement, para. 401, Kamuhanda Trial Judgement, paras. 177-

T2, Semanza Trial Judgement, paras. 138-148.
o'Zigtranyrazo Appeal Brief, paras. 127-129.
" Prosecution Response Brief, paras. 70-l I 1.
o'Prosecution Response Brief, paras. 86, 90.
'u Prosecution Response Brief, para. 88.
" Prosecution Response Brief, paras. 91,92.
e2 Prosecution Response Brief, paras. 92,104-111.
" Prosecution Response Brief, paras. 95-103.
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relevant Trial Chamber decision.et The Prosecution submits that there was no connection between

the site visit and the impact of the alibi evidence on the evidence placing Zigranytrazo at Kesho

Hi[.e6 The Prosecution also notes that Zigiranyirazo did not object to the lack of a record of the site

visit during trial and that he was able to make arguments based on the site visit in his Defence

Closing Brief.eT The Prosecution contends that the Trial Chamber expressly referred to the site visit

in the procedural history of the Trial Judgement as well as implicitly in its discussion of the

evidence, as when it took account of the configuration of certain hills.eE

35. The Prosecution submits that ZigSranyirazo has failed to demonstrate that it would have

been impossible for him to travel between Kanombe and Kesho Hill during the seven and a half to

eight hour period for which he did not have an alibi.ee It further contends that his reliance on the

Trial Chamber's travel during the site visit is misplaced as the alleged route taken by Zigkanytazo

and his family on 11 April 1994 was not necessarily identical to the one taken by him on 8 April

lgg4.rN The Prosecution also points to the testimony of Zhudi Janbek, the hosecution's

investigator, who regularly travelled the 160 kilometre paved route between Kigali and Gisenyi via

Ruhengeri in two and a half hours.lot The Prosecution further suggests that, by helicopter, the

journey between Kanombe and Gisenyi Prefecture would only take 45 minutes.lo2

(c) Discussion

36. As a preliminary matter, the Appeals Chamber has previously stated that a detailed record of

a Trial Chamber's site visit should normally be maintained.l03 The Appeals Chamber observes,

however, thatZigkanyirazo did not object at trial to the lack of record. In addition, there appears to

be no dispute with respect to the itinerary and travel times taken by the Trial Chamber during its

site visit. The absence of a record also did not prevent Zigtranyirazo from fully addressing issues

arising from the site visit in his Defence Closing Brief. Consequently, the Appeals Chamber does

not consider that the lack of a record of the site visit invalidated the verdict.

37. At the core ofZigiranyirazo's submissions is the contention that the Trial Chamber failed to

consider properly his atbi evidence and, in particular, to consider fully the feasibility of his travel

ea Prosecution Response Brief, paras. 99-101, 103. i-- , ,
" Prosecution Response Brief, paras. 71,75. , lt ,'o Prosecution Response Brief, para- 75.
" Prosecution Response Brief, para. 76.
" Prosecution Response Brief, para. 77, citing Trial Judgement paru.312.
"^Prosecution Response Brief, para. 79.
'* Prosecution Response Brief, paras. 72,81-85.
''' Prosecution Response Brief, para. 84, citing T. 4 October 2005 pp. 2-4: T.28 September 2009 p. 47. The
Prosecution's estimates are based on an assumed average rate of speed of around 65 kilometres an hour.
l@ Prosecution Response Brief, para. 84.
'u" Karera Appeal Judgement, para. 50.
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between Kanombe and Kesho Hill during the period for which it found that he did not have an alibi

on 8 April 1994. A review of the Trial Judgement reveals that the Trial Chamber did not set out the

applicable legal principles specifrcally related to assessing an alibi.

38. The Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber correctly stated that the Prosecution

bears the burden of establishing the accused's guilt beyond reasonable doubtlOa and that it would

consider each piece of evidence in light of the totality of the evidence admitted at tria1.105

Furthermore, the Trial Chamber addressed the evidence of all nine alibi witnesses in its analysis

alongside its assessment of the Prosecution evidence relating to the events at Kesho Flill.l06

39. Nonetheless, the Appeals Chamber finds that the Trial Chamber's assessment of

Zigtanytazo's alibi involves three serious errors that, taken together, invalidate his convictions

based on the events at Kesho Hill. Specifically, the Trial Chamber erred by misapprehending the

burden of proof in the context of alibi, failing to consider or provide a reasoned opinion with

respect to relevant circumstantial evidence, and misconstruing key evidence which, properly

considered, bolstered Zig;rarrykazo' s alibi.

40. First, the Appeals Chamber notes that although the Trial Chamber correctly recalled that the

Prosecution bore the burden of proof, the Trial Chamber's approach to the alibi evidence indicates

that it placed a greater evidentiary burden on Zigiranyrazo to establish an alibi than required under

the Tribunal's jurisprudence. Specifically, the Trial Chamber made several statements discounting

the testimony of alibi witnesses, for example stating:

(l) "the Chamber notes that the evidence of these [alibi] witaesses is inconclusive as to

Bignanyrazo's] presence in Kanombe for the entire day;"to

(2) "[Witness Bararengana's] testimony [of seeing Zigirarytrazo at 3.30 or 4.00 p.m.f does not
contradict the Prosecution evidence that [Zigiranyirazo] was at Kesho Hill on the morning of
8 April l994i"to8

(3) "[t]he Chamber therefore considers that [Jean Luc Habyarimana's] testimony, along with his
evidence that he saw [Zigiranyirazo] in the evening, does not provide Bigiranyirazol with an alibi
for the morning of 8 April 1994;"r0e and

Th
ls Trial Judgement, para. 89 ("Pursuant to Article 20(3) of the Statute, an accused shall be presumed innocent until
proven guilty. This presumption places on the Prosecution the burden of establishing the guilt of the accused, a burden
which remains on the hosecution throughout the entire trial. A finding of guilt may be reached only when a majority of
the Trial Chamber is satisfied that guilt has been proved beyond reasonable doubt.") (internal citation omitted).
tl f;* Judgement, paras. 87, 88.
'* Trial Judgement, paras. 318-328.
'"' Trial Judgement, para.323 (emphasis added).
'uo Trial Judgement, para.324 (emphasis added).
'- Trial Judgement, para.325 (emphasis added).
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(4) '{Witness Mukobwajana'sl evidence [of seeing Zigiranyirazn around 8.00 a.m. and again
around 3.00 or 4.00 p.m.l^does not provide Bigiranyiruol with an alibi &tween approximately
8.00 a.m. and 4.00 p.m."""

41. These comments confinn that the Trial Chamber did not fully appreciate thatZigSranykazo

only needed to establish reasonable doubt that he would have been able to travel to and from Kesho

Hill on the morning of 8 April 1994, rather than establish his exact location throughout the day in

Kanombe. The Appeals Chamber also observes that the Trial Chamber dismissed the evidence of

several witnesses who recalled seeing Zigiranytazo at Kanombe on 8 April 1994, bat could not

state an exact time when they saw him. These witnesses provided at least some support for the alibi,

especially as the Trial Chamber did not discount their evidence.lll Finally, the Trial Chamber's

misconception of Zigiranytazo's burden in respect of presenting an alibi is apparent from its

discussion of the alibi in relation to the events at the Kiyow Roadblock, where it expressly

misapplied his burden by stating that:

Accordingly, although the Chamber does not discount the Defence evidence suggesting that

[Zigllanyazol was at Rubaya for approximately one week from I I April 1994, the Chamber finds
that none of the Defence Witnesses' testimonies exclude the possibility that [Zigiranyirazo] left
Rubaya for periods between 12 and 17 April 1994. The Chamber, therefore, finds that
Biglranytazof does not have an alibifor 12 to 17 Aprit lgg4.1t2

42. The Appeals Chamber emphasizes that a successful alibi does not require conclusive proof

of an accused's whereabouts.ll3 Indeed, there is no requirement that an alibi "exclude the

)rq
tto Trial Judgement, para.327 (emphasis added).
"' Trial Judgement, pans.323,328.
"' Trid Judgement, para.250 (internal citation omitted) (emphasis added). The Prosecution argues that this passage is
consistent with the approach of the Trial Chamber inthe Simba case, which stated that "the numerous inconsistencies in
the alibi eliminate the reasonable possibility that [the Appellant] was in Gitarama at the time of the attack[s]" (Simba
Trial Judgerrent, parar. I2l, 177) and which was subsequently adopted by the Appeals Chmber (Simba Appeal
Judgement para. 187). See generally T. 28 September 2009 pp. 34, 35. The two statements, however, are not
comparable. A close examination of the Sitnba Trial Judgement reflects that it engaged in a detailed assessment of the
alibi evidence, noting numerous contradictions and deficiencies in the evidence, particularly when weighed against
corroborated and credible evidence. Its approach clearly indicates that the defence did not raise reasonable doubt about
the hosecution's case and that the Prosecution eliminated the reasonable possibility that that portion of Simba's alibi
was true. See Simba Trial Judgement, paras. 374-384. By conuast, the above'quoted language used in the Trial

{gdgement suggests thatZigtarrytazo had the burden to exclude that he travelled to Kiyovu.
"' See Sirnba Appeal Judgement, para 185 ("The Appeals Chamber is further satisfied that the Trial Chamber conectly
applied [the legal standard on alibi evidence] in its subsequent findings on alibi. The Trial Chamber fust found that"
although the alibi evidence for the period of 6-13 April 1994 '[did] not account for every moment of [the Appellanf s
timel, viewed as a whole and when weighed against the Prosecution evidence, it [provided] a reasonable and
satisfactory explanation for [the Appellant's] activities [for this period].' The Appeals Chamber notes that this wording
reflects that in assessing the alibi evidence for this period the Trial Chamber did not require the Defence to prove its
case beyond reasonable doubt."), quoting Simba Tial Judgement, para. 349. See also Nahimana et al. Appeal
Judgement, paras. 428-431,473,474 (reversing a Trial Chamber finding that an alibi based on hearsay had not been
established).
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possibility" that the accused committed a crime.lla The alibi need only raise reasonable doubt that

the accused was in a position to commit the crime.lls

43. The Appeals Chamber therefore finds that the Trial Chamber reversed the burden of proof in

its assessment of Zigiranyirazo's alibi. The Appeals Chamber's conclusion is reinforced by the

Trial Chamber's failure, in contrast to other cases where similar language was used, to articulate

correctly the applicable burden of proof specific to the assessment of an alibi as well as by the

numerous other factual and legal errors identified below. In view of the clear legal error in the

application of the burden of proof, the Appeals Chamber will proceed to consider the relevant

evidence de novo underthe correct legal standard.l16

M. The second error of the Trial Chamber was its failure to provide a reasoned opinion in

relation to the feasibility of travel between Kesho Hill and Kanombe. The Appeals Chamber

observes that the fastest estimate of time for travelling between Kigali and Gisenyi Prefecture on

the record is two and half hours under optimal conditions, which does not account for the additional

distance between Kanombe and Kigati and the specific travel time to Kesho Hi[.117 Taking these

factors into consideration, Zigiranyirazo submits that the journey under optimal conditions would

have taken approximately three hours and 18 minutes, which the Appeals Chamber accepts as a

reasonable estimate.ll8 In addition, other estimates following from the site visit suggest that the

journey could have taken between four and 10 hours one way.lle There is no basis in the record for

the Prosecution's theory that the journey would have taken Zigiranyirazo approximately 45 minutes

by helicopter.r2o
Ttt4

'to See supra Section III.A.1 (Burden of Proof in the Assessment of Alibi). See also Muhimana Appeal Judgemenl
para. 18 ("An accused does not need to prove at trial that a crime 'could not have occurred' or'preclude the possibility
that it could occur'.").
'.'.t, See supro Section III.A. I (Burden of Proof in the Assessment of Alibi).
t.t.o See supra para. 10.

:::T.4 Ociober 2ffi5 pp. 2-4. See alsoZigianynazo Reply Brief, paras. 30, 31.
"o See T.28 September 2009 p. 10. At the hearing, the Prosecution maintained that it would take around two and a half
hours to fiavel from Kanombe to Kesho Hill. It further admitted that it would take no more than 20 minutes to travel
from Kanombe to Kigali. See T. 28 September 2009 pp. 47, 48. Zighanytazo noted that the last seven or eight
kilomeEes before reaching Kesho Hill was along a dirt road. See T.28 September 200D p. 10. In view of these factors,
the Appeals Chamber considers Zigiranyirazo's estimate of the journey taking more than three hours under optimal
conditions as more reasonable.
ttt The estimate of 10 hours is based on the longest route via Butare Prefecture. With respect to the route via Gitarama,
the approximate times offered by the Prosecution and Zigtanytazo are similar. See T . 28 September 2W9 p.49 ("[The
Prosecution] would stipulate [that the route via Gitarama took] four to five hours. The Defence estirnate is five to six, so
w^e're not really that far apart.").
"" The Prosecution cites its own counsel's question during cross-examination of a defence witness for the proposition
that it only took 45 minutes to travel from Kanombe to Gisenyi Prefecture. See Prosecution Response Brief, para. 84,
citing T.27 February 2O07 p.81. The relevant exchange reads: "Q. Would you agree or would you have no idea that to
travel from Kanombe camp to the Rubaya tea factory area in a hetcopter would take about 45 minutes? A. I wouldn't
know. I don't know. I saw -- that a journey by car took a whole day." During oral argument, the Appeals Chamber
asked the Prosecution whether it had abandoned its theory of Zig1ranyirazo's possible use of a helicopter. See T. 28

l 5
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45. The Appeals Chamber notes that "[t]here is a presumption that a Trial Chamber has

evaluated all the evidence presented to it, as long as there is no indication that the Trial Chamber

completely disregarded any particular piece of evidence."l2l However, this presumption may be

rebutted "when evidence which is clearly relevant to the findings is not addressed by the Trial

Chamber's reasoning."r22 The Appeals Chamber is mindful of potential limitations to evidence

taken after the passage of several years concerning specifics of travel; however all relevant

evidence shows that Kesho Hill in Gisenyi Prefecture is not in close geographic proximity to

Kanombe, which is southwest of Kigali. As a result, the distance, time, and feasibility of travel are

highly relevant factors to consider in view of the considerable evidence placing Zigbany'lr:azo at

Kanombe at various times on 8 April 1994. Despite the crucial importance of this issue, the Trial

Chamber failed to address it.

46. In addition, Zigkanyirazo presented the evidence of Witnesses Bernadette Niyonizeye and

Agnbs Kampundu, who recalled that Zigiranytazo returned to Kanombe on 8 April 1994 shortly

after leaving, due to fighting in Kigali.r23 Again, bearing in mind that the Trial Chamber did not

discount the evidence of these witnesses,l2o it is unacceptable that it did not address this evidence,

which would signifrcantly undermine the possibility of Zigiranyirazo travelling to Kesho Hill by

any route on 8 April 1994. Accordingly, the Trial Chamber erred in law by faitng to provide a

reasoned opinion on the feasibility of Zigtanyirazo's travel between Kanombe and Kesho Hill.

47. The third error in the Trial Chamber's reasoning involved its misconstruing key alibi

evidence. ln particular, both Z\girarryirazo and the Prosecution agree that the Trial Chamber erred

in its assessment of the evidence of Witness Jean Luc Habyarimana. Stating that Witness Jean Luc

Habyarimana testified that he savt Zigiranyirazo at Kanombe around 1.00 p.m. with Witness

Bararengana, the Trial Chamber discounted his evidence because Witness Bararengana stated that

he only arrived in Kanombe around 3.00 or 3.30 p.m.l25 However, a review of the record shows that

Witness Jean Luc Habyarimana testified that he and Zigiranyirazo went to the military hospital at

Camp Kanombe around 1.00 p.m. on 8 April 1994 before Witness Bararengana arrived at

September 2009 p. 45 ('MR. PRESIDENT: During the trial, the point was made that there was some kind of a
possibility of helicopter havel. I tak€ it that you are not maintaining this any longer. MS. BIANCHI: Your Honour, my
colleague, Christine Graham, is going to deal with the issue of travel, including the questions on whether the helicopter

lhgory is still in play."). The Prosecution never returned to the matter.
"' Halilovi( Appeal Judgement, para. l2l. See also Kvoika et al. App,al Judgement, pan.23.
'."' Kvoika et al. AppealJudgemenl para. 23.
'.".SeeZigiranyirazo Appeal Brief, paras. 160, 161.
"" Trial Judgement, para. 328.
'- Trial Judgement, para.325.

tt
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Kanombe.r26 Therefore, contrary to the frnding in the Trial Judgement, there is no clear

inconsistency between the accounts of Witnesses Jean Luc Habyarimana and Bararengana.lzT

48. In addition, a review of Witness Mukobwajana's evidence reflects that she conoborates

Witness Jean Luc Habyarimana's testimony that he went withZigtanyirazo to the military hospital

before Witness Bararengana anived at Kanombe.l28 Although Witness Mukobwajana did not

specify a time for this visit, her testimony nonetheless corroborates Witness Jean Luc

Habyarimana's account.t" The Appeals Chamber finds no merit in the Prosecution contention that,

notwithstanding the Trial Chamber's error, it would have been reasonable to reject the evidence of

Witness Jean Luc Habyarimana because Witness Mukobwajana's testimony, when read in the

French original, placed Zigiranyirazo's trip to the hospital in the morning rather than around

1.0O p.m.l30 Contrary to the Prosecution's submission, the French version of Witness

Mukobwajana's testimony in fact suggests only that Zigiranytrazo's visit to the morgue occurred at

some point on 8 April, not that it specifically took place in the morning of that duy.t" In any event,

the Appeals Chamber views any difference between the witnesses' accounts as to the exact time

when the trip to the military hospital occured as minor.132 Therefore, the Trial Chamber also erred
-l-

126 T . 26 February 2Cf7 pp. 30, 3l C'[Witness Jean Luc Habyarimana:] A. I also went to the Camp Kanombe militaiy
hospital. [Mr. Zaduk] Q. Who did you go with? A. I was with several people, particularly all members of the affected
families, who happened to be there, as well as with my uncle, Mr. Protais Zigkanyazo, and soldiers who accompanied
us. [...] Q. What time would you have gone to that military hospital on the 8th? A. I'd rather say that it was in the
middle of the day, let's say, at around I p.m. Q. All right. So you can confirrn that your uncle was with you at the
military hospital at that time on that day; is that right? A. That is right. [.. .] Q. Do you know whether that was before or
after Dr. Bararengana arrived? A. It was prior to Dr. Bararengana's arrival. Q. And after the doctor arrived, did you go
anywhere with him? A. Yes. After the arival of the doctor, in the evening - around evening, I took him to see the
brother - the body of his brother, the president, as well as the body of the other president, that is,
President Ntarvamira.").
t27 See TialluOgemeni, para. 325.
"o T. 19 November 2007 p.53.
t2e See Nahimana et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 428 ("[T]he Appeals Chamber is of the view that two testimonies
corroborafe one another when one prima facic credible testimony is compatible with the other prima facie credible
testimony regarding the same fact or a sequence of linked facts. It is not necessary that both testimonies be identical in
all aspects or describe the same fact in the same way. Every witness presents what he has seen from his own point of
view at the time of the events, or according to how he understood the events recounted by others. It follows that
corroboration may exist even when-some details differ between testimonies, provided that no credible testimony
describes the facts in question in a way which is not compatible with the description given in another credible
testimony."). See also Trial Judgement, para 91 C'[A] significant period of time has elapsed between the events alleged
in the Indictment and the testimonies given in court. Therefore, lack of precision or minor discrepancies between the
evidence of different witnesses, or between the testimony of a particular witness and a prior statement, while calling for
cautious consideration, was not regarded in general as necessarily discrediting the evidence.").
r30.tee Prosecution Response Brief, paras. 99-101, 103; T. 28 September 2009 pp. 43,44.
"' See T. 19 November 2007 p. 53 (French version)("/z 8, le fait marqum4 c'est... parce que les corps venaient de...
de rester ld, on les a dCposis dans un endroit parce que ga commengait d sentir dans le sabn, et mon oncle Protais,
avec Jean-Luc, avec quelques personnes, ils sont allis voir oi...oil les corps etaient dlposis. Dans Ia matinCe,
le 8 aussi, on attendait I'arrivie du... du petit frdre du PrCsident..."). The Appeals Chamber observes that, when
Witness Mukobwajana says "/e 8 aussi," the transcript marks this out in commas, shongly suggesting that the "aussf'
referred to the date onlv.
l" The Appeals Cham'ber notes that this difference is likely no more significant in time than that between Witnesses
AKK's and AKL's sighting of Zigsranyrazo at Kesho Hill. See Trial Judgemont, paras. 254, 265. In the case of
Witnesses AKK and AKL, the Trial Chamber simply described Zigiranyirazo's presence at Kesho Hill as being "on the
morning of 8 April 1994." See Trial Judgement, para. 329.
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in evaluating Witness Mukobwajana's testimony when it suggested that she did not place

Zigranytazo at Kanombe between 8.00 a.m. and 3.00 p.m.tt'

49. The Appeals Chamber finds that the Trial Chamber's reversal of the burden of proof, failure

to provide a reasoned opinion, and its factual errors in relation to key evidence invalidate

Zigkanytrazo's convictions. The properly considered evidence of undiscounted alibi witnesses

places Zigtanytazo in the Kanombe area at both around 8.00 a.m. and around 1.00 p.m. - making

travel to and from Kesho Hill in time to address the assailants there, even using the travel times for

the shortest route via Ruhengeri, around three hours and 18 minutes one way, impossible.l3a Just as

circumstantial evidence may properly serve as a basis of conviction,t'5 an accused may also rely on

such evidence and any reasonable inferences capable of being drawn from it in his defence.t36 It is

reasonable to infer from this evidence that Zigiranyirazo was present in the Kanombe area during

the morning of 8 April 1994 based on multiple sightings by several witnesses over the course of the

day, in particular when coupled with the evidence of the distance and feasibility of travel between

Kanombe and Kesho Hill. Thus the Appeals Chamber finds that the alibi evidence casts doubt on

the Prosecution evidence placing Zigtanytazo at Kesho Hill on the morning of 8 April 1994.

The Trial Chamber found the evidence from Wiffresses AKK and AKL of Zigiranyirazo's

presence at Kesho Hill to be consistent, detailed, credible, and corroborated.l3T [n some

circumstances, this might be enough to eliminate the reasonable possibility that Zigkanytazo's

alibi was true. However, in this case, the Trial Chamber did not reach its conclusions on the

credibility of Witnesses AKK and AKL after assessing their accounts in light of all the alibi

evidence, since it found that Zigtrranyirazo had no alibi for the morning of 8 April 1994.t'8 This

casts serious doubt upon the reasonableness of the Trial Chamber's findings on the credibility of

Witnesses AKK and AKL. The Appeals Chamber considers that, given the distance between Kesho

Hill and Kanombe, a reasonable trier of fact could not be convinced that Witnesses AKK and AKL

credibly placed Zigiranytazo at Kesho Hill and at the same time not expressly explain how the

evidence of Zigiranyrazo's alibi, which was largely not discounted, failed to raise reasonable

doubt, an explanation which the Trial Chamber did not attempt.

t" Trial Judgement, pal. ..327.
t]o As a consequence, the Appeals Chamber does not need to assess the contested issues as to the viability of this route.
'.'-" Muhimana Appeal Judgement, para.49. See aka Gacumbitsi Appeal Judgement, para. 115.
"o However, given that an accused does not bear a burden of proof, by contrast to the burden of the Prosecution in
establishing a conviction, an inference based on circumstantial evidence need not be the only reasonable one in order to

.slppott a successful defence.
"' Trial Judgement, paras. 309, 310, 316, 3n,329.
"o Trial Judgement, paras. 324, 325, 327 .

Th
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51. In sum, the Appeals Chamber concludes that the Trial Chamber erred in law and in fact in

its assessment of the alibi evidence, by misapprehending the applicable legal principles, failing to

consider or provide a reasoned opinion with respect to relevant evidence, and misconstruing key

evidence which further bolstered 7;rgranytazo's alibi. The Appeals Chamber considers that these

errors constituted a miscarriage of justice and invalidated the verdict, and thus that the Trial

Chamber's findings on Zigiranyirazo's participation in the attack at Kesho Hill on 8 April 1994

must be overturned.

52. Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber grants the Sixth Ground of Appeal and reverses

ZigSranytrazo's convictions for genocide and extermination as a crime against humanity based on

his participation in the massacre at Kesho Hill. Consequently, there is no need to assess

Zigiranytazo's remaining arguments concerning the events at Kesho Hill under this or any other

ground of appeal.l3e

3. Alleged Errors in Evaluating Exculpatory Evidence Related to Ki],ovu Roadblock (Ground 12)

(a) Introduction

53. The Trial Chamber convicted Zigkarryirazo of genocide for aiding and abetting the killing

of Tutsi civilians at the Kiyovu Roadblock,la which was erected in close proximity to his residence

in the Kiyovu neighbourhood of Kigali.rar The Trial Chamber found that he was present at the

roadblock on 12 and l7 April 1994 on the basis of the testimony of Prosecution Witness BCW.la2

Witness BCW also testified that he saw Zigiranytrazo and his children pass through the roadblock

in a military jeep on 19 April lgg4.r43

54. In making these findings, the Trial Chamber considered the evidence of nine alibi witnesses

who placed Zigranyirazo at Rubaya in Gisenyi Prefecture during a period of approximately one

t'e More specifically, Zigkarytazo s additional grounds of appeal concerning Kesho Hill are the following. In the First
Ground of Appeal, Zigiranyrazo challenges his conviction based on the Trial Chamber's evaluation of five Prosecution
witnesses who testified about the attack on Kesho Hill. See Zigtranyhazo Notice of Appeal, para l; Zigtanytrazo
Appeal Brief, paras. 14-40. In the Second Ground of Appeal, Zigranytrazo challenges his conviction, based on the Trial
Charnber's error in not drawing an adverse inference from the Prosecution's failure to call Witness BIU. See
Zigbanyirazo Notice of Appeal, para 2; Zigranytazo Appeal Brief, paras. 4l-54. ln the Third Ground of Appeal, he
challenges his conviction, based on the alleged use of non-credible testimony to corroborate other witnesses. See
Zignanytrazo Notice of Appeal, para. 3; Zigtanytazo Appeal Brief, paras. 55-70. In the Fourth Ground of Appeal, he
challenges his conviction based on the Trial Chamber's acceptance of the testimony of Witnesses AKL and AKR in
relation to the presence of Major Aloys Ntabakuze at Kesho Hill. See Ziglranyrazo Notice of Appeal, para. 4;
Zigkanykazo Appeal Brief, para. 71. In the Fifth Ground of Appeal, he challenges his conviction based on the Trial
Chamber's finding that he participated in a joint criminal enterprise. See Zigiranyirazo Notice of Appeal, para. 5;

7-tZigiranyirazo Appeal Brief, paras. 72-88.
'"" Trial Judgement, pans. 427,447.
tot Trid Judgement, paras. 243, 25 l.
',- Trlral Judgement, paras. 25 l, 41 3.
'* Trial Judgement, para.224.
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week, starting on lt April 1994.t* In particular, the Trial Chamber noted that Witnesses Agnbs

Kampundu, Marie Chantel Kamugisha, Witness BNZIZ0, Gloria Mukampunga, Aim6 Marie Ntuye,

and Benradette Niyonizeye stated thatZigiranyirazo was at Rubaya, but gave vague testimony.las It

noted thatWitnesses Domitilla Zigiranyirazo, Margudrite Mukobwajana, and S6raphin Bararengana

provided greater detail, but could not account for his presence for the entire week.16 The Trial

Chamber concluded:

Accordingly, although the Chamber does not discount the Defence evidence suggesting that

lZigSranyazol was at Rubaya for approximately one week from I I April 1994, the Chamber finds
that none of the Defence Witnesses' testimonies exclude the possibility ttrat [Zigiranyirazo] left
Rubaya for periods between 12 and 17 April 1994. The Chamber, therefore, finds that
lZigtanyrazo] does not have an alibi for 12to 17 April 1994.147

In dismissing the alibi, the Trial Chamber also did not expressly refer to or discuss its site visit or

the possibility of travel between Rubaya and the Kiyow Roadblock on 12 and 17 April lgg4.r48

(b) Submissions

55. Zigtranytazo submits that the Trial Chamber erred in law and in fact in rejecting his alibi

for 12 and 17 April 1994.14e He contends that the Trial Chamber erred in its application of the law

of alibi by failing to assess it in its totality and then weigh it against the evidence of Witness

BCW.150 He points to the Trial Chamber's finding that "nons of the Defence Witnesses' testimonies

exclude the possibility that [he] left Rubaya" as an indication that the Trial Chamber shifted the

burden of proof.lsl

56. In addition, 7;tgSranytazo submits that the Trial Chamber erred in law in failing to maintain

a record of the site visit and to consider the exculpatory evidence it revealed as well as from his

alibi witnesses, relating to the impossibility of his travelling from Rubaya to Kiyow on 12 and

17 April lgg4.rs2 According to Zigtanyirazo, the site visit revealed that it took the Trial Chamber

around 10 hours to travel from Rubaya in Gisenyi Prefecture to Kiyow in Kigali following the

same itinerary that he and his family took after leaving Kanombe, which is just outside Kig"li.tt'

r* Trial Judgement, paras. 231, 245-250. ? | f -l
'*' Trial Judgement, paras. Vl5-248. ( I - 

L16 Trial Judgement, para.249.
'"' Trid Judgement, para. 250 (internal citation omitted).
raE The Trial Judgement contains only one reference to the site visit in the procedural history. See Trial Judgemenl
Annex I: Procedural History, para.34.
tae Zigiranyirazo Notice of Appeal, para. l2(b, e); Zighanytrazo Appeal Brief, paras. 314-327 , 346-362, 367 -376, 381-
400.
ts_o Zigiranytazo Appeal Brief, paras. 381, 382, 387-396.
"' Zigiranyirazo Appeal Brief, paras. 383-386, quoting Trial Judgement, para. 250; Ziguanyirazo Reply Brief, para.
103.
ts2 Zigiranynazo Notice of Appeal, para. l2(a);Zigsranytazo Appeal Brief, paras. 32}-341;Zigiranyirazo Reply Brief,
paras. 83, 87, 89.
1t3 Zignanykazo Appeal Brief, paras. 98,99;Zi1tanyirazo Reply Brief, para. 86.
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He also refers to a shorter alternative route via Gitarama Prefecture, which, based on the site visit,

would have taken approximately four to five hours.lsa However, to demonstrate that the Gitarama

route took even longer during the relevant events, Zigiranytazo points to the evidence of Witnesses

BBL and RDP167 whose respective journeys along this route on 11 April and in late-May 1994

lasted the entire duy.ttu

57. Zigtanyrazo notes that Witness BCW placed him at the Kiyovu Roadblock between

11.00a.m. and 12.00p.m. on 12 April lgg4.rs6 Zigiranytazo submits that, given the travel time

between Rubaya and Kiyovu, it would have been impossible for him to have been in Kiyovu

between l1:00 a.m. and 12:00 p.m. in view of the alibi evidence, especially Witness Bararengana's

testimony that the two men shared a room in Rubaya each night during that period."' He

emphasizes that the alibi evidence shows that his absences from Rubaya were only of a short

duration.lss

58. Moreover, Zigiranyirazo contends that the Trial Chamber erred in fact in finding that he did

not have an alibi for 12 April 1994, particularly because Witness Domitilla Zigiranytrazo stated that

she was with him on that duy.ttn Furthermore, he challenges the Triat Chamber's interpretation of

Domitilla Zigkanykazo's testimony that he left Rubaya between 12 and 17 April 1994, since she

stated that she went with him to a nearby location, in fact reinforcing the alibi.lo According to

Zigkanytazo, the Trial Chamber also unreasonably discounted the evidence of Witnesses

Mukobwajana and Bararengana based on a non-existent inconsistency as to the number of times

Zigiranynazo left Rubaya alone.l6l Moreover, Zigiranyirazo notes that the Trial Chamber

erroneously used a trip mentioned by Witness Kampundu, which occurred after 18 April 1994, to

reinforce its conclusion that he left Rubaya between t2 and 17 April 1994.162

59. Zigtanytazo :ugues that the absences cited by the Trial Chamber confirm the alibi since

they were all brief and during them he was at nearby locations and that, therefore, it was

unreasonable to use them to re,ject his evidence.l6' He futthet questions the reasonableness of the

Trial Chamber's complaint that his evidence lacked detail given that "[]ittle of significance-r (\
tsa Zigyanyirazo Appeal Brief, paras. ll9, 339-345. This is also the Prosecution's position. See T . 28 September 2009
p . 4 9 .
1,ss-Zigtanytrazo Appeal Brief, para. 341.
']-lZigiranytrazo Appeal Brief, para. 333.
"-' Zigiranyirazo Appeal Brief, paras. 333-335, 339, 342.
"_o Zigiranykazo Reply Brief, paras. 84, 85, 88, 89.
"' Zigiranyirazo Appeal Brief, paras. 347 -349;Zigkanyiazo Reply Brief, para. 92.
'* Zigiranytrazo Appeal Brief, paras. 350-352;Zigkanytazo Reply Briel paras. 93, 94.
'.o' Zigiranyirazo Appeal Brief, paras. 353-358.
' " "^ Zigtr any t azo Appeal B rief, paras. 3 59 -3 62 -
'"'Zighanytazo Appeal Brief, paras. 367-370.
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happened in those days."l64 Zigiranyirazo further emphasizes that no reason was ever advanced for

his return to Kigali on 12 April 1994, one day after a lengthy and difficult journey to reach

Rubaya.165

60. The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber neither misconstrued the atbi evidence

nor erred in its application of the relevant law.166It submits thatZigiranytazohas not identified any

evidence material to the Trial Chamber's findings that it failed to consider or that any such failure

would have impacted the verdict.l6T It recalls that a Trial Chamber is presumed to have considered

all of the evidence and, in this respect, notes that the Trial Judgement specifically mentions the

convoy from Kanombe to Rubaya.168 Furthermore, the Prosecution submits that Zigtanyirazo's

argument confuses the issue of "impossibility" with that of the "likelihood of such a trip."16e It

notes that the Defence evidence in fact demonstrated that ZigSranyirazo left Rubaya on several

occasions and that it was found to be inconsistent, thereby undermining the general evidence that he

remained consistently there.l7o The Prosecution also questions the reliability of Zigrranyirazo's

estimates with respect to the travel conditions and times on 72 and, 17 Apnl1994.r7r

61. The Prosecution submits that the Trial Chamber properly assessed the evidence of Domitilla

Zigtranyirazo, which was inconsistent about the date on which Zigtrrarryirazo left Rubaya without

her.L72 It further contends that Zigtanyrazo has failed to demonstrate how the Trial Chamber's

conclusions with respect to Witness Kampundu as well as the alleged contradictions between the

evidence of Witnesses Mukobwajana and Bararengana are errors which impacted the verdict.lT3

62. Finally, the Prosecution disputes that Zigiranyirazo's absences from Rubaya were minimal

and describes his argument on this point as "guesswork tr74 1t further argues that it was reasonable

for the Trial Chamber to require Zigtanykazo's witnesses to provide details of his activities at

Rubaya.l75 The Prosecution submits that the Trial Chamber correctly applied the law on alibi in its

assessment of the alibi evidence.lT6
T r lt tu

I

t&-Zigtanytrazo Appeal Brief, para. 371.
'.- Zighanytrazo Appeal Brief, paras. 372-376.
'* Prosecution Response Brief, paras. 199-210, 214-220, 225-233.
' o' Prosecution Response Brief, paras. 1 90- 1 98.
'oo Prosecution Response Brief, para. l9l.
ta Prosecution Response Brief, para. 192. See a/so Prosecution Response Brief, para. 193.
t'u Prosecution Response Brief, paras. 194, 195, 197, 198.
"'Prosecution Response Brief, para. 196.
''' Prosecution Re sponse Brief, paras. 200-2M,218-220.
"' Prosecution Response Brief, paras. 207 -210.
"" Prosecution Response Brief, para. 215.
t" Prosecution Response Brief, para. 216.
"" Prosecution Response Brief, paras. 225,232,233.
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(c) Discussion

63. The Appeals Chamber recalls its conclusions in connection with the Sixth Ground of Appeal

that the Trial Chamber's failure to maintain a record of the site visit did not invalidate the verdict.l77

Nevertheless, a review of the Trial Chamber's discussion of the alibi in relation to the Kiyow

Roadblock reveals that it committed three significant errors: not applying the conect legal standard

to the assessment of the alibi; misconstruing key evidence to discount the alibi; and failing to

consider or provide a reasoned opinion with respect to relevant evidence.

&. First, the Appeals Chamber recalls its conclusion in connection with Zigtanyirazo's Sixth

Ground of Appeal that the Trial Chamber erred in law in its assessment of the alibi evidence by

misapprehending the applicable legal principles on the burden of proof.r7S The Appeals Chamber

considers that this finding applies with equal force to the Trial Chamber's assessment of

Zignarrytrazo's alibi for his purported presence at the Kiyow Roadblock on 12 and 17 April 1994.

In particular, the Appeals Chamber emphasizes that, contrary to the conclusion of the Trial

Chamber,lTe there is no requirement that an alibi "exclude the possibility" that an accused

committed a crime.l80 Instead, Zigtanytrazo's alibi need only raise reasonable doubt in the

Prosecution's case.l8l As such, the Appeals Chamber will proceed to consider the relevant evidence

de novo under the correct standard.l82

65. Second, asZigiranyirazo submits, the Trial Chamber unreasonably relied on the evidence of

brief local trips in the area surrounding Rubaya to question his alibi evidence. In particular, while

Witness Domitilla Zigkarryirazo acknowledged that Zigiranybazo left Rubaya, she stated that he

accompanied her on a visit to see her mother-in-law.l83 The Appeals Chamber further finds no merit

in the Prosecution's argument that Winress Domitilla Zigiranyirazo's suggestion at trial that

Zignanyirazo left Rubaya on 12 April 1994 to assist his Tutsi wife cross the border into Goma,

Znre, is a further basis for discrediting the alibi.l8a There are several fatal flaws to this submission,
-)'- tl

| l \ - r
t1-7^ See supra Section III.A.2 (Ground 6: Alleged Errors in Evaluating Exculpatory Evidence Related to Kesho Hill). /
'.'o See supra Section III.A.2 (Ground 6: Alleged Errors in Evaluating Exculpatory Evidence Related to Kesho Hill).
"' Trial Judsement. oara.250.
tN See Muhinwna LppealJudgemen! para. 18 ("An accused does not need to prove at trial that a crime 'could not have
occurred' or'preclude the possibility that it could occur'."). See also supra Section III.A.2 (Ground 6: Alleged Enors in
Evaluating Exculpatory Evidence Related to Kesho Hill).
'o' See supra Section III.A. I (Burden of Proof in the Assessment of Alibi).
t.w^See sipra para. 10.
'o' T. 27 February 2007 p. 61 C'Q. Did you leave Rubaya to go anywhere during your period in Rubaya? A. I went to
see my mother-in-law because she was sick. [...] Q. Could you describe where her house is located? A. We were
neighbours. Our home and my mother-in-law's home were near each other. Q. Now, who went with you that day when
you went to see your mother-inlaw? Do you recall? A. I was with my husband."). The Appeals Chamber observes that
Witness Domitilla Zighanyir.azo further stat€d that "[o]n that visit, my husband went to see Sagatwa's mother and I
stayed at my mother-in-law's home." SeeT.77 February 2009 p. 61. However, there is nothing in the record to suggest

Ittat this absence was significant or that the home of Sagatwa's mother was located a great distance away.
'* See Prosecution Response Brief, paras. 195, 198; T.28 September 2007 pp. 38, 39.
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in particular that the witness subsequently corrected her testimony, noting that this event occurred

on 20 April 1994.18s Moreover, the Trial Chamber did not use this correction to discredit the

witness. Finally, even if Witness Domitilla Zigiranytazo's initial testimony were accepted, it would

reasonably suggest that Zigtarrykazo in fact travelled to Goma on 12 April 1994 rather than to

Kiyovu in Kigali, further undermining the Trial Chamber's factual findings.

66. In addition, the Trial Chamber's reliance on Witness Kampundu for the proposition that

Zignanynazo left Rubaya is misplaced since she was referring to trips made by Zigiranytazo

during a later period when he was staying in Gasiza.ls6 Finally, contrary to the Trial Chamber's

conclusion, the evidence of Witness Bararengana thatZigiranyirazo left Rubaya only once without

himl87 is not incompatible with the evidence of Witness Mukobwajana who stated that

Zigiranyirazo periodically ran errands.l8s In this respect, a review of Witness Bararengana's

testimony indicates that he was not categorical about the number of Zigiranyirazo's departures.lEe

Furthermore, Witness Bararengana was referring to Ziguanyirazo's tips without him, whereas the

testimony of Witness Mukobwajana suggests that Witness Bararengana accompanied Zigtanyirazo

on the tripr.t' In any event, the minor inconsistencies, if any, between the testimonies of Witnesses

Mukobwajana and Bararengana as to the number of such trips taken by Zigiranyirazo is an

unreasonable basis for discounting their evidence. Indeed, this appears to run conftary to the Trial

Chamber's express recognition that "a significant period of time has elapsed between the events"

and that "minor discrepancies between the evidence of different witnesses [were] not regarded in

general as necessarily discrediting the evidence."lel

67. In concluding that Zigsranyirazo did not have an alibi between 12 and 17 April 1994, the

Trial Chamber did not consider the evidence as a whole as well as the relevant circumstantial

evidence of his presence at Rubaya or in its vicinity. It is reasonable to infer thatZigiranyirazo was

t8s SeeT.2S February 2007 p.31. ) t ,t
]llr s March 2oo7 pp. eo-ir. J I u 

J':: Trial Judgement, para.249, citiftgT 7 March 2007 p.25.
':: Trial Judgement, para.249, citingT.20 November 20f7 p.32.
'o" T . 7 March 2007 p. 25 (" A. We were in the same premises, maybe not 24 hours each day because he moved ou! I
believe, once. And I had stayed back at the time. Q. So, we agree that you do recall at least one occasion you and
Zighanyhazo, at Rubaya, parted company. I'm going to suggest, perhaps, that was an occasion that he went to Rugunga
hill. And you wouldn't know where he went, would you, you weren't with him? A. No, I think he once went with my
sister to shop or to make some purchases.").
tm T. 20 November 2ffi7 p.32 ("[Wifiress Mukobwajana:] A. Yes, [Zigiranyirazo] could go to make errands, go to the
market, and then come back. We were together all the time throughout the seven days. [...] Q. Didn't you also say that
Mr. Zigiranyirazo went to visit his sick mother? A. When he went to fetch things for us to be able to sleep, blankets,
mattresses and also to bring the small children, the little boy, Aim6, I mentioned, in order to go and see the
grandmother, otherwise during the day, during meals, during the prayer, in the evening and at bedtime, everyone was
there because we would have our meal together. Q. But when you say that you were always together, that is not true.
Isn't that so? A. "Always together", what does it mean? What I mean is that Mr. Bararengana and the other gentlemen
would nrn enands. The women would prepare the meals, but at dinner time and for prayers, everyone was there and we
would take our meals together. I don't know whether I was clear.").
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present at Rubaya in Gisenyi Prefecture, or in its vicinity, between 12 and 17 April 1994 based on

multiple sightings by several witnesses over the course of several days, especially when the

evidence of these witnesses is considered together with evidence regarding the time and difficulties

involved in travelling between Rubaya and Kiyovu. The Appeals Chamber therefore finds that the

Trial Chamber erred in fact by misconstruing key alibi evidence.

68. Third, the Appeals Chamber frnds that the Triat Chamber faited to consider or provide a

reasoned opinion with respect to the distance and feasibility of travel between Rubaya and Kigali on

the relevant dates. The Appeals Chamber recalls that the estimates for travelling between Gisenyi

Prefecture and Kigali, based on the testimony of the Prosecution investigator and the Trial

Chamber's site visit, vary, and range from approximately three hours (via Ruhengeri), to four to six

hours (via Gitarama), and up to 10 hours (via Butare).le2

69. The Appeals Chamber is mindful that evidence concerning specific travel details taken after

several years can only be of limited assistance in establishing the time and exact itinerary

purportedly taken by Zigtanyirazo on 12 and 17 April 1994. Nevertheless, the various estimates

reflect that Rubaya in Gisenyi Prefecture is not in close geographic proximity with the Kiyovu area

of Kigali. As a result, the distance, time, and feasibility of travel are highly relevant factors in view

of the evidence placing Zigtanytrazo at Rubaya on 12 April 1994 and 17 April 1994, as each trip

would have resulted in a significant period of absence from Rubaya.le3 This is especially true given

the evidence of Witnesses BBL and RDP167 which suggests that the relevant circumstances at the

time made travel along the route via Gitarama significantly more time consuming than was the case

during the Trial Chamber's site visit.1e4

70. The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber did refer generally to the lengthy

journey from Kanombe, which is near Kigali, to Rubaya in recounting the alibi evidence.les

Therefore, it follows that it was aware of the significant distance in assessing the allegations related

to the Kiyow Roadblock. In such circumstances, the Trial Chamber should have providedclear

reasons as to why the alibi did not account for the time when Zigtanyirazo was seen at the Kiyovu

Roadblock. This is especially so given the alibi evidence that Witness Bararengana saw

Ttul
ler Trial Judgement, para. 91.
"' See supra Section III.A.2 (Ground 6: Alleged Errors in Evaluating Exculpatory Evidence Related to Kesho Hill).
The Appeals Chamber notes that the three hour estimate does not include the additional twenty to thirty minute distance
from Kanombe to Kigali, which was relevant to the discussion of the Kesho Hill convictions, but not to the events at the
Kiyow Roadblock.
te3 In view ofthis conclusion, the Appeals Chamber does not find it necessary to discuss the additional evidence related
to the viability of the Ruhengeri route.

\% See suprapara.56.
"' Trial Judgement, paras.246-248. See also Trial Judgement, para. 87, n. 88.
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Zigiranynazo on 12 April 1994,1e6 evid.ence which is not easily reconciled with Zigiranyirazo's

presence, according to Witness BCW, at the Kiyovu Roadblock around 11.00 a.m. or 12.00 p.m. on

12 April 1994. As noted above, the brief absences in the area surrounding Rubaya did not provide a

reasonable basis for discounting the alibi. While the Trial Chamber might have reasonably rejected

Witness Bararengana's testimony for a number of other reasons when weighed against that of

Witness BCW, it did not do so. Rather, it expressly stated that it did not discount Witness

Bararengana' s evidence. 197

71. When viewed as a whole under the correct standard, the evidence in support of

Zigkanytrazo's alibi, which was not discounted by the Trial Chamber, provides a reasonable basis

to conclude that he remained in Rubaya and its surrounding area on 12 ard l7 Apil 1994.

Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber finds that the alibi evidence casts doubt on the Prosecution

evidence placing him at the Kiyovu Roadblock on 12 and 17 April 1994.

72. The Trial Chamber found Witness BCW, who testified to Zigiranyirazo's prosence at the

Kiyovu Roadblock, to be a "clear and forthright witness."les In certain contexts, this might be

enough to eliminate the reasonable possibility that ZigSrarryirazo's alibi was true. However, in this

case, the Trial Chamber did not reach its conclusions on the credibility of Witness BCW after

assessing his account in light of the properly considered alibi evidence. This raises serious questions

about the reasonableness of the Trial Chamber's findings on Witness BCW's credibility. The

Appeals Chamber considers that, given the distance between Rubaya and Kiyovu, a reasonable trier

of fact could not be convinced that Witness BCW credibly placed Tigyanybazo there on 12 and

17 April 1994 and at the same time not discount the evidence of his alibi.

73. In sum, the Appeals Chamber concludes that the Trial Chamber erred in law and in fact in

its assessment of the alibi evidence for the period from 11 to 17 April l994,by misapprehending

the applicable legal principles, failing to consider or provide a reasoned opinion with respect to

relevant evidence, and misconstruing kay evidence related to the alibi. The Appeals Chamber

considers that these errors constituted a miscarriage of justice and invalidated the verdict, and thus

that the Trial Chamber's findings on Zigtanyirazo's participation in the crimes committed at the

Kiyovu Roadblock must be overturned.

74. Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber grants the Twelfth Ground of Appeal and reverses the

Trial Chamber's conviction for aiding and abetting genocide based onZigtranyirazo's participation

7 [11
|16-s""f .6 March 2007 p.45.
"' Trial Judgement, para. 25O.
teE Trial Judgement, para.236. See alsoTialJudgement, pans.243,244 (further describing Witness BCW's testirnony
as "detailed" and "consistent").
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in the kiltings at the Kiyovu Roadblock. Consequently, there is no need to assess Zigtanyrazo's

remaining arguments concerning the events at the Kiyovu Roadblock under this or other grounds of

appeal.le

4. Conclusion

75. In reversing Zigiranyirazo's convictions for genocide and extermination as a crime against

humanity, the Appeals Chamber again underscores the seriousness of the Trial Chamber's erors.

The crimes Zigiranyirazo was accused of were very grave, meriting the most careful of analyses.

Instead, the Trial Judgement misstated the principles of law governing the distribution of the burden

of proof with regards to alibi and seriously erred in its handling of the evidence. Zigranyirazo's

resulting convictions relating to Kesho Hill and the Kiyovu Roadblock violated the most basic and

fundamental principles of justice. In these circumstances, the Appeals Chamber had no choice but

to reverse Zigkanytazo' s convictions.

T)Y

ttt More specifically, Zigranytaza's additional grounds of appeal concerning the Kiyovu Roadblock are the following:
In the Seventh Ground of Appeal, Zigkanytrazo challenges his conviction based on the Trial Chamber's finding that his
actions amounted to the standard of aiding and abetting. See Zigtanyirazo Notice of Appeal, para. 7; Zigtranytazo
Appeal Brief, paras. 232-247.In the Eighth Ground of Appeal, he challenges the Trial Chamber's findings that he had
the requisite mcns rea for aiding and abetting genocide. See Ziguanyrazo Notice of Appeal, para. 8; Ziguanytrazo
Appeal Brief, paras. 248-268. In the Ninth Ground of Appeal, he challenges his conviction based on the existence of the
roadblock at Kiyow. See Zigtanyrazo Notice of Appeal, para. 9; Zigtanytaz.o Appeal Brief, paras. 269-289.ln the
Tenth Ground of Appeal, he challenges his conviction based on the Trial Chamber's failure to address prior inconsistent
statements of Witness BCW. See Zigranyrazo Notice of Appeal, para. l0;ZigSranyazo Appeal Brief, paras. 290-310.
In the Eleventh Ground of Appeal, he challenges his conviction based on the Trial Chamber's acceptance of Witness
ATO's testimony regarding the presence of General Gratien Kabiligi at the roadblock See Zigtanyrazo Notice of
Appeal, para. l1; Zigiranyirazo Appeal Brief, para. 3l l.
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B. Other Grounds of Anpeal (Grounds 13 to L6)

76. In his Thineenth through Sixteenth Grounds of Appeal, Zigtrranyirazo raises more general

arguments against his convictions with respect to the events at both Kesho Hill and the Kiyovu

Roadblock.20o As discussed under Zigiranytazo's Sixth and Twelfth Grounds of Appeal, the

Appeals Chamber has reversed, Zigiranyirazo's convictions for genocide and extermination as a

crime against humanity. Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber need not address any of the other

alleged errors advanced by Zigiranyirazo relating to his convictions.

T/,
2m More specifically, in the Thirteenth Ground of Appeal, Zigtrranyhazo challenges his conviction based on the Trial
Chamber's failure to consider that evidence against him was discovered only after his arrest. See Zigtrranyirazo Notice
of Appeal, para. 13; Zigtrrarryhazo Appeal Brief, paras. 401-408. In the Fourteenth Ground of Appeal, he challenges his
conviction based on the Trial Chamber's limited consideration of evidence relating to his good relations with Tutsis.
See Zignanyrazo Amended Notice of Appeal, para. 14; Zigtanyiazo Appeal Brief, paras. 4W-4l9.In the Fifteenth
Ground of Appeal, he challenges his conviction based on the Trial Chamber's reliance on unsigned will-say statements
in assessing the credibility of witnesses. See Zigkanytazo Notice of Appeal, para. 15; Zigkanykazo Appeal Brief,
paras.420-428. In the Sixteenth Ground of Appeal, he challenges his conviction based on ttre Trial Chamber's reliance
on a revised Kinyarwandan translation of testimony not made available to him. See Zigiranyirazo Notice of Appeal,
para. 16; Zigtanyuazo Appeal Brief, paras. 429-435.
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rv. SENTENCTNG APPEALS (ZIGIRAI{YIRAZO'S GROUND 17 AND

PROSECUTTON APPEAL)

77. The Trial Chamber sentenced Zigtanyrazo to 2O years of imprisonment for genocide on the

basis of his criminal acts at Kesho Hill (Count 2); 15 years of imprisonment for aiding and abetting

genocide on the basis of his criminal acts at the Kiyovu Roadblock (Count 2); and 20 years of

imprisonment for extermination as a crime against humanity for the events at Kesho Hill

(Count 41.n1 fttdirected that these sentences be served concurrently.2o2

78. Zigtanyrazo and the Prosecution have both appealed these sentences.20' The Appeals

Chamber has reversed all of Zigiranyirazo's convictions under his Sixth and Twelfth Grounds of

Appeal. Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber need not address any alleged enors relating to his

sentences.

_h 
lh

" Trial Judgement, paras. 427, 436, 447, 468-47 0.
'"' Trial Judgement, para. 471.
""'Zigianynazo Notice of Appeal, para. l7;Zighanyirazo Appeal Brief, paras. 436-466; Prosecution Appeal Brief,
paras. 4, 18-104; Prosecution Notice of Apped, paras. l-3, 5. In its Appeal Brief, the Prosecution abandons a sub-
ground of appeal, raised in its Notice of Appeal, concerning the Trial Chamber's alleged failure to give sufficient
consideration to Rwanda's sentencing framework. ,See Prosecution Notice of Appeal, para. 4; Prosecution Appeal Brief,
para.4, n. 6.
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V. DISPOSITION

79. For the foregoing reasons, TIIE APPEALS CHAMBER,

PURSUANT to Article 24 of the Statute and Rule 118 of the Rules:

SITTING in open session;

NOTING the written submissions of the parties and their oral arguments presented at the hearing

on 28 September 2009;

GRANTS Protais Zigtanytazo's Sixth and Twelfth Grounds of Appeal, RBVERSES his

convictions for genocide and extermination as a crime against humanity for participating in the

massacre on 8 April 1994 at Kesho Hill in Gisenyi Prefecture and for aiding and abetting genocide

on 12 and 17 April 1994 in connection with the killings at the Kiyovu Roadblock in Kigali, and

ENIERS a verdict of acquittal under Counts 2 ard 4 of the Indictment;

DISMISSES as moot Protais Zigiranyirazo's remaining grounds of appeal, the Prosecution's

Appeal, as well as all pending motions for the admission of additional evidence;

ORDERS, in accordance with Rules 99(A) and 107 of the Rules, the immediate release of Protais

Zigtranyirazo and DIRECTS the Registrar to make the necessary arrangements.

Done in English and French, the English text being authoritative.

Mehmet Giiney

Judge

Fausto Pocar

Judge

t'
Liu Daqun

Judge

Done this I 6th day of Novemb er 20[19 at Arusha, T anzania.

Carmel Agius

Judge

Theodor Meron

Presiding Judge
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VI. ANNEXA - PROCEDURAL HISTORY

l. The main aspects of the appeal proceedings are summarized below.

A. Notices of Apneal and Briefs

2. Trial Chamber III rendered the judgement in this case on 18 December 2008. Both parties

appealed.

1. Zigiranyirazo Appeal

3. Zigiranyirazo submitted his Notice of Appeal on 19 January 2OOg.r On2SJanuary 2009, the

Pre-Appeal Judge granted his request for an extension of time to file his Appellant's brief within 40

days of the filing of the French translation of the Trial Judgement.2 On 10 February 2009,

Zigranytrazo requested leave to amend his grounds of appeal and annexed the Amended Notice of

Appeal to his motion.3 On 18 March 2009, the Appeals Chamber granted the request and accepted

as filed the Amended Notice of Appeal.a

4. On 14 May 2ffi9, the Pre-Appeal Judge denied Zigtanykazo's request for an extension of

the word limit in his Appellant's brief.s On 19 May 2009, Zigtanytazo filed his Appellant's brief.6

The Prosecution filed its Respondent's brief on29 June 2009.7 On 3 July 20O9,the Pre-Appeal

Judge denied Zigtanyirazo's request for an extension of time to file his Reply brief following the

translation of the Prosecution's Respondent's brief into French .8 Zigiranytrazo filed his Reply brief

on 10 July 2009.e

2. Prosecution Appeal

5. The Prosecution submitted its Notice of Appeal on 15 January 2009.10It filed its Appellant's

brief on 16 February 2}Og.tr On 10 March 2009, the Appeals Chamber granted Zigiranyirazo a 15-

day extension of time to file his Respondent's brief .following the filing of the Freneh version of the

'Notice ofAppeal, 19 January 2009.
' Decision on Protais Zigtrranyirazo's Motion for an Extension of Time, 28 January 2009.
' Zigkanytazo Motion for lrave to Amend Notice of Apped, l0 February 2009 (Annex A: Amended Notice of
Appeal, 9 February 2009).
a Decision on Protais Zigsranyftazo's Motion for lrave to Amend Notice of Appeal, 18 March 2009.
' Decision on Protais Zigtrranyfuazo's Motion for Variation of the Word Limits, 14May 2009.
o Appellant's Brief, 19 May 20A9.
' Prosecutor's Respondent's Bief , 29 June 2009.
o Decision on hotais ZigSranyirazo's Motion for an Extension of Time for the Filing of the Reply Briel 3 July 2009.

]^Appellant's Reply Brief, l0 July 2009.
'" Prosecutor's Notice of Appeal, l5 January 2009.
rr Prosecutor's Appellant's Brief, 16 February 2009.
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Trial Judgement and the Prosecution's Appellant's brief.l2 On I May 2Dg,Zigtranyrazo submitted

his Respondent's brief.l3 The Prosecution filed its Reply brief on 11 May 2CfJlg.r4 On 14May 2Cfl9,

the Pre-Appeal Judge denied the Prosecution's motion to strike portions of Zigtanyirazo's

Respondent's brief.15

B. Assignment of .Iudges

6. On 13 January 2009, the Presiding Judge of the Appeals Chamber assigned the following

Judges to hear the appeal: Judge Mohamed Shahabuddeen, Judge Mehmet Giiney, Judge Fausto

Pocar, Judge Liu Daqun, and Judge Theodor Meron.l6 Judge Theodor Meron was elected Presiding

Judge in the case, and he acted as Pre-Appeal Judge. On 5 May 2009, the Presiding Judge of the

Appeals Chamber designated Judge Carmel Agius to replace Judge Mohamed Shahabuddeen in this

case.tt

C. Motions Related to Hearing Additional Evidence on Appeal

7. On 16 September 2009, the Appeals Chamber denied Mr.Ziglrarryirazo's first motion to

admit several categories of additional evidence.tt However, on 24 September 2009, the Appeals

Chamber granted Mr.Zigtanyirazo's second motion and admitted two exhibits related to feasibility

of travel between Kigali and Gisenyi Prefecture via Ruhengeri Prefecture during the relevant

period.le

8. On 9 October 20ft9, the Prosecution filed a motion to admit rebuttal evidence, namely the

transcripts and other relevant exhibits tendered during the evidence of Defence Witnesses BMP and

YNZ, whose testimonies underlie the relevant findings of the oxcerpt of the Karera Tnal

Judgement, which was admitted by the Appeals Chamber on 24 September 2}0g.2o On 12

October 20[Jl9, Zigiranyirazo filed a consolidated response and third motion for the admission of

additional evidence related to the feasibility of travel between the Kigali area and Gisenyi

Prefecture via Ruhengeri Preiecture during the period.2t After consideri'ng the merits of the appeal,

t' Decision on Protais Zigsranytazo's Motion for an Extension of Time for the Filing of the Respondent's Brief,
l0 March 2009.
13 Defence Response to hosecutor's Appellant's Brief (Appeal Against Sentence), I May 2009.
'' Prosecutor's Brief in Reply, I I May 2009.
rs Decision on Prosecutor'i tutotion to Strike Portions of Protais Zigiranyiazo's Respondent's Brief, 14May 2009.
tu Order Assigning Judges to a Case Before the Appeals Chamber, 13 January 2009.-
" Order Replacing a Judge in a Case Before the Appeals Chamber, 5 May 2009.
'o Decision onZigiranyvazo's Motion for Admission of Additional Evidence on Appeal, 16 September 2009.
'' Decision onZigtanytazo's Second Motion for Admission of Additional Evidence on Appeal, 24 September 2009.
'" Prosecutor's Motion to Present Rebuttal Evidence Pursuant to Rule I15, 9 Octobe r 20fl9.
't Response to Prosecutor's Motion to Present Rebuttal Evidence Pursuant to Rule 115 RPE and Motion to Allow
Appeals Chamber to Take Cognizance of Additional Evidence under Rule I 15 and for a Disclosure Order, 12 October
2009.
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the Appeals Chamber did not find it necessary to address the contested issue of the viability of the

Ruhengeri rottte,22 and as such these motions were dismissed as moot.23

D. Hearing of the Apneals

9. On 27 August 2009, the Appeals Chamber invited the parties: (i) to develop their

submissions on the Trial Chamber's assessment of the alibi, specifically in comparison to other

cases where the Appeals Chamber has considered the issue of alibi; and (ii) to discuss, with

references to the record, the feasibility of travel along the route between Kigali and Gisenyi

Prefecture via Ruhengeri Prefecture during the relevant period.2a On 18 September 2009, the

Appeals Chamber invited the parties to focus their submissions on Zigiranyirazo's Fifth, Sixth,

Seventh, and Twelfth Grounds of Appeal.2t On 28 September 20O9, the parties presented their oral

arguments at a hearing held in Arusha, Taruaria, in accordance with the Scheduling Order of

20 July 2N9.26

'2 See rupro nn. 134, 193.
'", See supra paru.79.

l] Order for the Preparation of the Appeal Hearing, 27 August 2009.
'" Second Order for the heparation of the Appeal Hearing, 18 September 2009.
'u Scheduling order, 20 Jult 2009.
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VN. ANNEX B - CITED MATERIALS AND DEFINED TERMS

A. .Iurisprudence

1. ICTR

Gacumbitsi

Sylvestre Gacumbitsi v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-2001-64-A, Judgement, 7 July 20fJl6

(" Gac umb it si Appeal Judgement")

Kajelijeli

Juvinal Kajelijeli v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-98-44A-A, Judgement, 23 May 2OO5

(* Kaj e lij e li Appeal Judgement")

Kamuhanda

The Prosecutor v. Jean de Dieu Kamuhanda, Case No. ICTR-99-54A-T, Judgment and Sentence,

22lanuary 20c,4 ("Kamuhnnda Trial Judgement")

Jean de Dieu Kamuhanda v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-99-54A-A, Judgement, 19 September

2005 (" Kamuhanda Appeal Judgement")

Karera

The Prosecutor v. Frangois Karera, Case No. ICTR-01-74-T, Judgement and Sentence, 7

December 2007 (" Karera Tial Judgement")

Frangois Karera v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-01-74-A, Judgement, 2 February 2009

(" Kar e ra Appeal Judgement")

Kayishema and Ruzindana

The Prosecutor v. Climent Kayishema and Obed RuTindana, Case No. ICTR-95-1-A, Judgement

(Reasons), 1 June 2OOI ("Kayishema and Ruzindana Appeal Judgement")

Muhimana

Mikaeli Muhimnna v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-95-18-A, Judgement, 2l llllay 2OO7

(" Muhimana Appeal Judgement")
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Musema

The Prosecutor v. Alfred Musema,

(" M us ema Trial Judgement")

Alfred Musema v. The Prosecutor,

(" M us e ma Appeal Judgement")

Muvunyi

Case No. ICTR-96-13-T, Judgement, 27 January 2000

Case No. ICTR-96-13-A, Judgement, 16 November 2001

Tharcisse Muvunyi v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-2000-55A-A, Judgement, 29 August 2008

(" Muv unyi Appeal Judgement")

Nahimana et al.

Ferdinand Nahimana et aI. v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-99-52-A, Judgement, 28 November

2007 (*Nahimana et al. AppealJudgement")

Ndindabahizi

Emmnnuel Ndindabahizi v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-01-71-A, Judgement, 16 January 2ffi7

(" N di ndab ahi zi App,al Judgement")

Niyitegeka

Eliizer Niyitegeka v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-96-14-A, Judgement, 9 htly 20f,4

(" N iy it e g eka Appeal Judgement")

Ntakirutimana

The Prosecutor v. Elizaphan Ntakirutimona and Gdrard Ntakirutimana, Cases Nos. ICTR-96-10-A

and ICTR-96-17-A, Judgement, 13 December2004 ("Ntakirutimana AppealJudgement")

Semanza

The Prosecutor v. Laurent Semanza, Case No. ICTR-97-20-T, Judgement and Sentence, 15 May

2003 (" S e manza T iaI Judgement")
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Seromba

The Prosecutor v. Athanase Seromba, Case No

(" S e romb a Appeal Judgement")

Simba

ICTR-2001-66-A, Judgement, 12 March 2008

The Prosecutor v. Aloys Simba, Case No. ICTR-01-76-T, Judgement and Sentence, 13 December

2005 (" S imb a T rial Judgement")

Aloys Simba v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-01-76-A, Judgement,2T November 2007 ("Simba

Appeal fudgement")

2. ICTY

Delalii et al.

Prosecutor v. kjnil Delalii et aI., Case No. IT-96-21-4, Judgement,20 February 2001 ("Delalii et

al. Appeal Judgement")

Halilovid

Prosecutor v. Sefer Halilovii, Case No. IT-01-48-A, Judgement, 16 October 2OO7 ("Halilovii

Appeal Judgement")

Krstii

Prosecutor v. Radislav Krstii, Case No. IT-98-33-A, Judgement, 19 April 2gg{ ("Krstii Appeal

Judgement")

Kvoika et al.

Prosecutor v. Miroslav Kvoika et al., Case No. IT-98-30/1-A, Judgement, 28 February 2005

("Kvoilca et al. Appeal Judgement")

Limaj et al.

Prosecutor v. Fatmir Limaj et al., Case No. IT-03-66-T, Judgement, 30 November 2OO5 ("limnj et

al.Tnal Judgement")
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Prosecutor v. Fatmir Limaj et al., Case No. IT-03-66-A, Judgement, 27 September 200i ("Limaj et

al. AppealJudgement")

Mrkiid and Sljivanianin

Prosecutor v. Mile Mrkiii and Veselin Sljivanianin, Case No. IT-95-1311-A, Judgement, 5 May

2C09 (*MrkiiC and Stjivanianin Appeal Judgement")

B. Defined Terms and Abbreviations

Defence Closing Brief

The Prosecutor v. Protais Zigiranyirazo, Case No. ICTR-01-73-T, Defence Closing Brief: (Rule

86(a)), 30 April2008

ICTR

International Criminal Tribunal for the Prosecution of Persons Responsible for Genocide and Other

Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law Committed in the Tenitory of Rwanda and

Rwandan Citizens Responsible for Genocide and Other Such Violations Committed in the Territory

of Neighbouring States, between 1 January 1994 and 3l December 1994

ICTY

International Tribunal for the Prosecution of Persons Responsible for Serious Violations of

International Humanitarian Law Committed in the Territory of the former Yugoslavia since 1991

Indictment

The Prosecutor v. Protais Zigiranyirazo, Case No. ICTR-2001-73-I, Amended Indictrnent, 8 March

2m5

n. (nnJ

footnote (footnotes)

p.(ppJ

page (pages)
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para. (paras.)

paragraph (paragraphs)

Practice Direction on Formal Requirements for Appeals from Judgement

Practice Direction on Formal Requirements for Appeals from Judgement,4 July 2005

Prosecution Appeal Brief

Prosecutor's Appellant's Brief, 16 February 2009

Prosecution Notice of Appeal

Prosecutor's Notice of Appeal, 15 January 2009

Prosecution Reply Brief

Prosecutor's Brief in Reply, 11 May 2009

Prosecution Response Brief

Prosecutor's Respondent's Brief, 29 June 2OO9

Rules

Rules of Procedure and Evidence of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda

Statute

Statute of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda established by Security Council

Resolution 955

T.

Transcript

Trial Judgement

The Prosecutor v. Protais ZgiranyiraTo,Case No. ICTR-01-73-T, Judgement, 18 December 2008
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Zigir anyir azo Appeal Brief

Appellant's Brief, 19 May 2009

Zigiranyirazo Notice of Appeal

Amended Notice of Appeal (Rule 108 R.P.E.),9 February 2009

Zigir anyir azo Reply Brief

Appellant's Reply Brief, 10 July 2009

Zigir anyir azo Response B rief

Defence Response to Prosecutor's Appellant's Brief (Appeal Against Sentence), I May 2@9
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